
TEA TYPE: Herbal tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

South Africa

Boiling water

5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

. Flavor: The tartness of the berries balance with the natural  
                sweet of the rooibus for a rich, fruity cup

. Aroma: fresh, sun-ripened berries with a whisper of vanilla 

. Color: bright orange-red liquor

. Strength:  medium bodied, smooth

Naturally ca�eine free

Sugar / honey

Rooibos is Afrikaans for “red bush.” It grows only in the Cedarberg area of the  
Western Cape province of South Africa. The plant produces yellow flowers  
and green needle-shaped leaves that are harvested in summer and processed  
similar to tea leaves. Antioxidant rich rooibus is free from ca�eine and tannins  
that can cause bitterness.
 
Elderberries and blueberries add a fruity depth and are rich in antioxidants.
 
Rosehips are rich in immune-supporting vitamin C. This ruby-red fruit adds  
an enticing balance of tart and sweet.
 
Mallow flowers, rose petals and natural vanilla flavor.

ORIGIN:

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS

            TASTING 
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

AFRICAN SOLSTICE 
~ herbal tea ~



TEA TYPE: Herbal tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 2 tsp loose tea

Cacao bean and cacoa husk impart a rich, all natural chocolate flavor to the infusion. 
 
Peppermint leaves: Peppermint’s brisk, refreshing profile cleanses the  
palate and is recognized as an after-dinner digestive. In addition, peppermint is thought  
to improve sleep. The menthol in peppermint is a natural decongestant explaining why 
mint teas are so wonderful when you have a cold.

. Flavor: refreshing peppermint balanced with satisfying chocolate; naturally sweet finish

. Aroma: peppermint patty

. Color: amber

. Strength: rich, smooth consistency, full bodied

Naturally ca�eine free

Milk and sugar / honey

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

BELGIAN MINT 
~ herbal tea ~



TEA TYPE: Black tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Yunnan Province, China

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

Black tea from the Yunnan is located in the foothills along the border  
of Laos and Myanmar (Burma), and is recognized for its ideal tea growing  
conditions: red, fertile soil, a misty and humid climate and a constant average  
year round temperature of 59-73o F (15-23o C). It is reputed as o�ering among  
the best of China’s black teas, known for its delicate leaves and number of buds.

Blackberry leaves and natural flavors impart a fruity character.  

. Flavor: well balanced with sweet blackberry and black currant notes

. Aroma: fruity and floral

. Color: dark amber

. Strength:  medium bodied and well rounded

Contains ca�eine

Sugar / honey

1st  - 2nd Flush

ORIGIN:

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

HARVEST:
INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

BLACK CURRANT 
~ black tea ~



TEA TYPE: Spiced black tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

India

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

The black tea base is from Nilgiri and is known as a very forgiving tea,  
almost impossible to oversteep. 

Ginger, cinnamon, cardamom, cloves, star anise, black pepper and  
flavoring give the tea its character. Chai is a full flavor, spiced Indian black  
tea that is enjoyed from morning until night in India. It is traditionally served  
with boiling whole milk and sugar for a unique infusion. Contains very flavorful  
and aromatic spices.   

. Flavor: bold, flavorful, eye-opening

. Aroma: rich, intense and spicy

. Color: ebony

. Strength:  full-bodied

Contains ca�eine

Steamed whole milk and sugar / honey

ORIGIN:

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

BOMBAY CHAI 
~ black tea ~



TEA TYPE: Organic herbal tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 2 tsp loose tea

Organic chamomile is known for its unique ability to calm. Our chamomile  
is from Egypt, renown for its distinctive apple-like taste.

Organic rosehips are rich in immune-supporting Vitamin C.  
This ruby-red fruit imparts an enticing balance of sweet and tart.
 
Organic lemongrass: This aromatic herb provides a bold citrus  
canvas for the infusion and is thought to be calming and to encourage sleep.

Organic hibiscus is known to be a very healthy herb, high in  
antioxidants and vitamins, particularly Vitamin C.  In fact, the level of antioxidants  
in hibiscus is comparable to that found in red wine which is increasingly recognized  
for its cardioprotective benefits. Hibiscus may also reduce cholesterol level, reduce  
the risk of heart disease and lower blood pressure.

Organic lemon verbena adds a clean, fresh citrus dimension to the  
infusion.  It is believed to have strong soothing e�ects and to encourage relaxation.

Organic licorice root contributes a natural sweetness to the tea and  
adds depth of character. Licorice root has an impressive list of well-documented  
uses including the relief of fatigue, depression, and colds and flu.

. Flavor: apple-like character with citrus notes

. Aroma: fresh, fruity and refreshing

. Color: pink blush

. Strength:  light bodied 

Naturally ca�eine free

Sugar / honey

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING 
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

CHAMOMILE CITRON 
~ organic herbal tea ~



TEA TYPE: 
ORIGIN: 

Green tea

Zhejiang, China

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Near boiling water

3 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

Chinese Gunpowder green tea. The leaf of the tea is hand-rolled into pellet-shaped balls  
to preserve the natural oils. 

. Flavor: slightly sweet and smoky

. Aroma: fresh leaves

. Color: golden-yellow, clear 

. Strength: medium-bodied

Contains some ca�eine

Sugar / honey 

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

CHINA GUNPOWDER 
~ green tea ~



TEA TYPE: Organic herbal tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling water

5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

Organic peppermint’s brisk, refreshing profile cleanses the palate and is recognized as an 
after-dinner digestive. In addition, peppermint is thought to improve sleep. The menthol in 
peppermint is a natural decongestant, explaining why mint teas are so wonderful when you 
have a cold or flu.

Organic lemon peel from Spain adds a light citrus note to the infusion.

. Flavor: brilliant, refreshing, cooling with lingering citrus notes

. Aroma: very fragrant

. Color: pale straw

. Strength:  medium bodied 

Naturally ca�eine free

Sugar / honey

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING 
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

CITRUS MINT 
~ organic herbal tea ~



TEA TYPE: Herbal tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

Organic cacao shells impart a natural chocolate flavor to the infusion which  
is enhanced with additional  natural chocolate flavoring, 
 
Organic cinnamon comes from the bark of the cinnamon trees. In traditional  
Chinese medicine, cinnamon is used for colds, to aid digestion, and lower cholesterol.  
It’s also believed to improve energy, vitality, and circulation. Cinnamon has extremely  
high antioxidant activity, and the oil of cinnamon has strong anti-bacterial and  
anti-fungal properties.

Organic licorice root contributes a natural sweetness to the tea and adds depth of 
character. Licorice root has an impressive list of well documented uses and is probably 
one of the most over-looked of all herbal remedies. It is used for many common ailments 
including asthma, fatigue, depression, and colds and flu.

Organic fennel, organic cardamom, organic cloves and natural chocolate flavor 
provide spicy depth to the infusion and impart an intriguing character.

. Flavor: predominately chocolate flavor with mild spicy afternotes

. Aroma: chocolate/fennel

. Color: amber

. Strength: rich, smooth consistency, full bodied

Naturally ca�eine free

Milk and sugar / honey

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

COCO TRUFFLE 
~ herbal tea ~



TEA TYPE: 
ORIGIN: 

Ceylon black tea

Sri Lanka

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

Naturally deca�einated Ceylon Black tea.  The island of Ceylon, now known as Sri Lanka, 
produces almost exclusively black tea.  The classic Ceylon teas come from the mountainous 
interior which is know for teas with mild and pleasant liquors which are unusually fragrant.

This tea is deca�einated using natural carbon dioxide (CO2) treatment. This process is the best 
for retaining flavor. Under federal regulations in the United States, ca�eine levels must not be 
above 2.5 percent of the product in order for a product to be labeled “deca�einated.” The ca�eine 
content in Decaf Breakfast is less than 0.4 percent. 

. Flavor: mild, yet flavorful with raisiny depth 

. Aroma: characteristic

. Color: amber-red 

. Strength: medium bodied

Ca�eine-free (trace)

Milk and sugar / honey  

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

DECAF BREAKFAST 
~ black tea ~



TEA TYPE: Special blend organic black tea leaves blended with natural Italian bergamot oil 

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Assam / Sewpur, India

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

Organic black tea 

. Flavor: finely balanced, lively citrus flavor with floral undertones on a full bodied base

. Aroma: strong citrus with warm notes

. Color: bright red

. Strength:  full bodied 

Contains ca�eine

Milk and sugar / honey

Organic Assam GFBOP:  
(Golden Flowery Broken Orange Pekoe) 

. OP certifies that the tea comes from a fine pluck (the bud and adjacent two leaves)  

. Flowery OP: the pluck has been carried out early in the season and the bud has not yet opened

. Golden Flowery: a higher quality of tea where the tips of the buds are golden

Special blend, Organic Assam leaf tea infused with first press Italian bergamot. A full body  
cup with lively orange-citrus flavor and aroma. Assam teas are often known as “British taste” –  
they are full bodied, robust, malty, and able to support the addition of milk. 

Bergamot is a citrus fruit with Mediterranean origin. The natural citrus oil is pressed from the peel  
and gives Earl Grey its distinctive taste and aroma.

Organic cornflowers and natural orange flavor. 

1st  - 2nd Flush

ORIGIN:

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

HARVEST:

PROFILE:

DESCRIPTION:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING 
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

EARL GREY 
~ organic black tea ~



TEA TYPE: Organic black tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Assam, Sewpur, India

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

Organic black tea

. Flavor: well balanced astringency and bitterness, essential in this type of tea

. Aroma: rich and intense

. Color: dark red

. Strength:  full-bodied, robust with well presented astringency

Contains ca�eine

Milk and sugar / honey

This Assam tea heralds from the Sewpur Estate. A low-grown tea  
that is full-bodied and prized for a malty characteristic all of its own. 
Assam teas are often known as “British taste” – they are full-bodied,  
robust, malty and able to support the addition of milk. 

1st  - 2nd Flush

ORIGIN:

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

HARVEST:

DESCRIPTION:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

ENGLISH BREAKFAST 
~ organic black tea ~



TEA TYPE: Finest whole leaf black tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Darjeeling, India

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

Monteviot Estate

. Flavor: delicate with characteristic smooth muscatel notes of wine

. Aroma: rich and complex bouquet with floral notes

. Color: bright copper

. Strength:  medium bodied 

Contains ca�eine

None

FTGFOP1:  
(Finest Tippy Golden Flowery Orange Pekoe Grade 1 ) 

. OP certifies that the tea comes from a fine pluck (the bud and adjacent two leaves)  

. Flowery OP: the pluck has been carried out early in the year and the bud has not yet opened

. Golden Flowery: a higher quality of tea where the tips of the buds are golden

.  Finest, Tippy, Grade 1  Highest quality grade. Often hand processed and produced at only the best  
plantations. Roughly one quarter tips.

Darjeeling is located in the foothills of the Himalayan Mountains in India and is well known for its fresh  
climate and pure air. Teas are grown in this pristine environment at altitudes that range for 1,000-8,000  
feet and known as the “champagne of teas”. Our Darjeeling is from the renowned Monteviot Estate,  
one of the smallest and oldest estates in the region. This tea is from the sought-after second flush, which  
occurs in May and June during the hot season that precedes the monsoon. This tea is a single estate  
Darjeeling, unlike lower quality darjeeling teas which are mixed.  

2nd Flush

ORIGIN:

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

HARVEST:

PROFILE:

DESCRIPTION:

ESTATE:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

ESTATE DARJEELING 
~ black tea ~



TEA TYPE: Herbal tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

Hibiscus contributes an enticing balance of tart and sweet, and a dramatic ruby red color. 
Known to be a very healthy herb, high in antioxidants and vitamins, particularly Vitamin C. 
In fact, the level of antioxidants in hibiscus is comparable to that found in red wine, which 
is increasingly recognized for its cardioprotective benefits. Hibiscus may also reduce 
cholesterol levels and reduce the risk of heart disease, and lower blood pressure.

Cinnamon comes from the bark of the cinnamon trees. In traditional Chinese medicine, 
cinnamon is used for colds, to aid digestion, and lower cholesterol. It’s also believed to 
improve energy, vitality, and circulation. Cinnamon has extremely high antioxidant activity, 
and the oil of cinnamon has strong anti-bacterial and anti-fungal properties.

Licorice root contributes a natural sweetness to the tea and adds depth of character.  
Licorice root has an impressive list of well documented benefits including the relief  
of fatigue, depression, and colds and flu symptoms.

. Flavor: well balanced fruity tea, with warmth from cinnamon and natural sweetness for licorice

. Aroma: fruity and spicy

. Color: ruby red

. Strength: full flavored

Naturally ca�eine free

Sugar / honey

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

FLORA 
~ herbal tea ~



TEA TYPE: Partially oxidized tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Taiwan

Boiling water

3-5 minutes (An oolong is tolerant of multiple steepings)

8 oz / infuser or 2 tsp loose tea

Oolong tea

. Flavor: smooth with pronounced roasted notes and characteristic peach flavor 

. Aroma: toasted almonds

. Color: bronze

. Strength:  medium bodied 

Contains ca�eine

None

The degree of oxidation is one of the primary di�erences between white  
and green (both unoxidized), black (fully oxidized), and oolong teas (partially  
oxidized). Oxidation is the process of exposing an enzyme in the tea leaf — 
oxidase  — to oxygen in the air and thereby transforming the leaf.  

To produce an oolong, the leaves are plucked at  a precise stage in their develop- 
ment and allowed to wither in the sun for 1-4 hours. Then they are left in a cool,  
damp room. This is repeated twice more to tenderize the leaf. The leaves are then  
“sweated”, stirred in an humid atmosphere to gradually degrade the cellular structure  
of the leaf and encourage oxidation. When the teamaster determines by smell, touch  
and aroma that the optimum degree of oxidation has occurred, the process is halted   
by firing the teas in pans at about 400o F. The leaves are then rolled to bring the essential  
oils to the surface and then dried again in bamboo baskets over coal fires to stop the  
process. This tea is a real work of hand-crafted art.

ORIGIN:

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

DESCRIPTION:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

FORMOSA OOLONG 
~ oolong tea ~



TEA TYPE: Organic Ceylon black tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Sri Lanka

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

This black tea is blended with jasmine blossoms, but is not scented. As such,  
it has a lightly floral character, but is not as perfumed as jasmine scented teas.
The island of Ceylon, now known as Sri Lanka, produces almost exclusively  
black tea. The classic Ceylon teas come from the mountainous interior which  
is known for teas with mild and pleasant liquors which are unusually fragrant.  

. Flavor: brisk, clean, mildly astringent with a smooth finish

. Aroma: slightly sweet and flowery, sophisticated

. Color: deep copper

. Strength:  medium bodied

Contains ca�eine

Sugar / honey

ORIGIN:

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

FORTÉ 
~ organic black tea ~



TEA TYPE: Organic herbal tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling water

5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

. Flavor: lively, natural sweetness balanced with tart and tangy citrus with a spicy ginger afterglow

. Aroma: fragrant, citrusy, spicy and grassy

. Color: golden yellow

. Strength: light bodied with a distinctive full finish 

Naturally ca�eine free

Sugar / honey

Organic ginger adds a spicy note and smooth finish to the blend. Ginger has been used  
for centuries to provide focus, a sense of warmth and well-being, and to aid in digestion.
 
This aromatic organic Thai lemongrass provides a bold citrus canvas to the infusion.  
This fragrant herb is thought to be calming and to encourage sleep.
 
Organic licorice root is an all natural sweetener that contributes the smooth mouth feel  
to this infusion and the natural sweetness.  Respected as an herbal remedy for its healing  
and soothing properties.
 
Organic lemon peel adds citrus depth to the infusion.
 
Organic spearmint contributes a refreshing finish.

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING 
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

GINGER LEMONGRASS 
~ organic herbal tea ~



TEA TYPE: 

ORIGIN: 

Organic green tea

China

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Near boiling water

2-3 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

The finest organic China Jade Wing green tea is handplucked during first flush.  
Selected for its clean, crisp notes, this tea is rich in EGCG, nature’s most powerful  
antioxidant and mind focusing theanine.

Organic green honeybush is a naturally sweet herb that grows wild in South Africa.  
It is rich in healthy antioxidants and is known for its calming e�ect.

Organic mango cubes, organic peppermint leaves, natural peach flavor, organic 
ginger root and natural mango flavor impart this tea’s succulent tropical flavor.

. Flavor: complex, light, refreshing and fruity; naturally sweet and palate cleansing

. Aroma: fresh summer peaches with a hint of mint

. Color: golden yellow

. Strength: medium bodied

Contains some ca�eine

Sugar / honey

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

GREEN MANGO PEACH 
~ organic green tea ~



HAZELNUT TRUFFLE
~ black tea ~

TEA TYPE: Ceylon black tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Sri Lanka

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

. Flavor: smooth, rich dark chocolate, enrobed wth roasted hazelnut

. Aroma: chocolaty roasted hazelnut

. Color: ebony

. Strength: medium bodied 

Contains ca�eine

Can be enjoyed with milk and sugar/honey

The island of Ceylon, now known as Sri Lanka, produces almost exclusively black tea. The classic Ceylon 
teas come from the mountains interior which is known for teas with mild and pleasant liquors which are 
unusually fragrant. 

Cacao shells impart a natural chocolate flavor to the infusion.

Coconut flakes are fragrant with a sweet tropical flavor and soy provides a smooth texture

ORIGIN:

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING 
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:



TEA TYPE: 
ORIGIN:

Scented organic green tea

China

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Near boiling water

2-3 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

Scenting green tea with Jasmine is a centuries old practice requiring an astonishing 
amount of skill, time and craftsmanship. For only a few months in the summer, Chinese 
tea growers are able to create this delicate and complex tea   

The jasmine buds are hand-plucked in the early afternoon, when the sun is out and the 
dew has evaporated. The pickers carefully select only those buds set to bloom that same 
evening. Rapidly harvesting thousand of tiny buds that are perfectly poised to bloom is 
a feat of remarkable dexterity and concentration. The exquisite jasmine flowers are then 
stored in a dry place until evening, when the blossoms open in the cool night air,  releasing 
their intoxicating flavor.  

The flowers are placed into basket trays and layered over tea leaves. This is usually done 
in a closed room and it takes four hours for the tea to absorb the fragrance and distinctive 
flavor of the fragile jasmine blossoms. 

The quality of jasmine tea is determined by the quality of green tea used as its base and 
the e�ectiveness of the scenting. Higher-grade teas require that the scenting process be 
repeated as many as seven times.   

Tea Forté uses the highest quality organic green tea that is scented as many as seven 
times with a new batch of fresh flowers each time. Scenting 200 pounds of tea can take 
600 pounds of flower blossoms.

. Flavor: soft yet intoxicating floral notes from jasmine well balanced with fresh Fujian  
               green tea (green tea without bitter after taste)

. Aroma: intensely floral

. Color: golden yellow green

. Strength: light - medium body

Contains some ca�eine

Sugar / honey

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

JASMINE GREEN 
~ organic green tea ~



TEA TYPE: 

ORIGIN: 

Smoked black tea

Fujian Province, China

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

This tea is made from the lower leaves on the tea plant, the “souchong leaves”, as the aro-
matic compounds of the tea leaf itself are overwhelmed by the smoking process.  These 
leaves contain less theanine that the uppermost leaves.  The leaves are withered over 
pinewood fires, impregnating the leaf with flavor. 

A very distinctive smoky flavor that complements savory dishes.  It was a  favorite of 
Winston Churchill who always added a shot of Scotch to his cup.

. Flavor: strong, sweet, smoky, spicy

. Aroma: smoky and sweet

. Color: rich red

. Strength: smooth, strong, full-bodied

Contains ca�eine

Sugar / honey

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

LAPSANG SOUCHONG 
~ black tea ~



TEA TYPE: Organic herbal

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 2 tsp loose tea

Organic vervain is an herb that is believed to help soothe both body and nerves while calming 
the mind. It is rich in vitamins, minerals and antioxidants for well-being. Studies show it also aids in 
digestion and helps calm your stomach.  

Organic lemon balm is an herb that is a member of the mint family.  It contributes a clean, fresh 
citrus dimension.  It is believed to have strong soothing e�ects and to encourage relaxation.

. Flavor: lemony, tart and refreshing 

. Aroma: fresh and citrusy 

. Color: bright yellow 

. Strength: smooth and light bodied

Naturally ca�eine-free

Sugar / honey  

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

LEMON VERVAIN 
~organic herbal tea ~



TEA TYPE: 
ORIGIN: 

Green tea

Zhejiang, China

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Near boiling water

3 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

Hand rolled Chinese Gunpowder green tea. 

Nana mint is a fragrant mint grown only in North Africa. It possesses a distinctive,  
mint-menthol-like character. 

This is a favorite tea in Morocco and the Middle East where it is commonly prepared with fresh 
spearmint. It is a drink of hospitality in these countries. It is a wonderful digestive aid, famous for its 
anti-heartburn properties. Studies show that green tea aids in detoxifying the body, regulates your 
blood sugar, and promotes healthy teeth, skin and bones.

. Flavor: perfectly balanced with a lingering sweet, smooth and cooling finish

. Aroma: refreshing and minty

. Color: golden yellow-green

. Strength: full bodied

Contains some ca�eine

Sugar / Honey  
 
Makes a refreshing iced tea.

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

MOROCCAN MINT 
~ green tea ~



TEA TYPE: 
ORIGIN:

Green tea

China

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Near boiling water

2-3 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

A delicate Chinese green tea forms the base for this blend which has slight whispery 
notes of flowers and citrus. The health benefits of drinking tea, particularly green tea,  
are being scientifically documented. They include: burning calories, promoting digestion, 
neutralizing cancer-causing free radicals, rich in the catechin ECGC — nature’s most 
powerful antioxidant, slowing neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimers and 
Parkinsons, preveinting fatigue, promoting cardiovascular health, and oral health.

Marigold flowers, orange peels, rose petals, cornflower blossoms and flavoring add  
a floral finish with a refreshing citrus note.

. Flavor: slightly grassy with sweet floral undertones and a citrus finish

. Aroma: fresh meadow greenery

. Color: bright yellow/green

. Strength: delicate, light body 

Contains some ca�eine

Sugar / honey

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

OASIS 
~ green tea ~



TEA TYPE: Ceylon black tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Sri Lanka

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

Black tea

. Flavor: brisk, clean, biscuity, well balanced astringency and bitterness

. Aroma: characteristic fresh and pungent with fragrant notes. 

. Color: golden amber

. Strength:  medium-bodied,  full-flavored

Contains ca�eine

Milk and sugar / honey

“Orange Pekoe” is not actually a kind of tea, but a description of a particular  
leaf. In “fine” plucking, only the top two leaves and bud (which is actually  
an unopened leaf at the tip of the shoot) are picked. The first leaf, just under  
the bud is known as the pekoe leaf, and the second leaf from the bud is called  
the Orange Pekoe leaf. They are called “pekoe” from the Chinese word for  
white hair because the leaf is covered with a silver down for two days after  
opening. (FYI, the 3rd, 4th and 5th leaves are called the Souchong leaves.)

When used as a tea description, Orange Pekoe actually refers to the leaf size  
and indicates a whole, unbroken leaf. 

ORIGIN:

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

DESCRIPTION:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

ORANGE PEKOE 
~ black tea ~



TEA TYPE: Black tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Yunnan Province, China

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

China black tea from the foothills along the border of  Laos and Myanmar  
(Burma), Yunnan is recognized for its ideal tea growing conditions:  red, fertile soil,  
a misty and humid climate and a constant average year round temperature of 59-73o F  
(15-23o C). It is reputed as o�ering among the best of China’s black teas, known for its  
delicate leaves and number of buds. 

Natural vanilla flavor, coconut and other natural flavors.

. Flavor: soft honey notes with a sweet, rounding smoothness from the vanilla 

. Aroma: sweet, tropical vanilla and nutty

. Color: dark amber

. Strength:  smooth, medium bodied  

Contains ca�eine

Milk and sugar / honey

1st  - 2nd Flush

ORIGIN:

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

HARVEST:
INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

ORCHID VANILLA 
~ black tea ~



TEA TYPE: Herbal tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling water

5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

Hibiscus contributes an enticing balance of tart and sweet, and a dramatic ruby red color. 
Known to be a very healthy herb, high in antioxidants and vitamins, particularly Vitamin 
C. In fact, the level of antioxidants in hibiscus is comparable to that found in red wine, 
which is increasing recognized for its cardioprotective benefits. Hibiscus may also reduce 
cholesterol levels and reduce the risk of heart disease, and lower blood pressure.

Rose hips are rich in immune-supporting Vitamin C. This ruby red fruit also adds to the 
sweet/tart balance.

Apple pieces, blackberry leaves, raspberries, orange peal, natural raspberry flavor 
provide a medley of fruit flavors that give this tea is luscious character.

.  Flavor: Extremely fruity. The taste of summer-ripened berries in every sip. Nicely balanced  
with the sweet/tart of hibiscus and rosehips. Pronounced fruit character.

. Aroma: sun-ripened berries

. Color: bright, deep translucent red

. Strength: full bodied, full flavored, almost syrupy

Naturally ca�eine free

Sugar / honey

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

RASPBERRY NECTAR 
~ herbal tea ~



TEA TYPE: Organic green tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Near boiling water

2-3 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

The special characteristic of Sencha style tea comes from the method used to dry the 
tea leaves. After the leaves are picked, they are subjected to a period of steaming to 
e�ectively kill the leaf, then the leaf is withered to reduce the moisture, after which the 
leaves are rolled into very fine needles. The process is repeated three times. The better 
quality the Sencha, the lower the temperature of the water used for the infusion. The 
best Sencha contains a greater proportion of amino acids (notably theanine), which is 
destroyed by heat in water that is too hot. Theanine is the amino acid that provides a 
sense of calm  focus.

. Flavor: fresh, earthy, vegetal

. Aroma: fresh, grassy

. Color: light yellow-green

. Strength: smooth and medium bodied

Contains some ca�eine

Sugar / honey

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

SENCHA 
~ organic green tea ~

ORIGIN: China



TEA TYPE: Spiced black tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

China black tea from Yunnan, is located in the foothills along the border of Laos  
and Myanmar (Burma). Yunnan is recognized for its ideal tea growing conditions:   
red, fertile soil, a misty and humid climate and ideal temperature. It is reputed as  
o�ering among the best of China’s black teas, known for its delicate leaves and  
number of buds.

Cinnamon comes from the bark of the cinnamon trees. In traditional Chinese medicine, 
cinnamon is used for colds, to aid digestion, and lower cholesterol. It’s also believed  
to improve energy, vitality, and circulation. Cinnamon has extremely high anti-oxidant 
activity and the oil of cinnamon has strong anti-bacterial and anti-fungal properties.

Clove buds and natural flavors round out the spice profile.

. Flavor: low astringency, intensely sweet and spicy

. Aroma: festive, spicy 

. Color: golden brown

. Strength: medium bodied

Contains ca�eine

Milk and sugar / honey

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

VIENNA CINNAMON 
~ black tea ~



TEA TYPE: White tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Fujiian Province, China/Pai Mu Tan

Near boiling water

2-3 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

. Flavor: delicate, tropical, sweet

. Aroma: very fragrant, sweet, tropical

. Color: golden yellow

. Strength:  light bodied 

Contains very little ca�eine

Sugar / honey

White Tea from the most famous tea region of China. This tea originates from  
the Great White tea bush which is harvested in the spring during a very short time  
period. It is also known as “White Peony”, because of the similarity of its appearance  
to the petals of the peony flower. 

White tea, coconut chips, sa�ower and natural flavors impart their tropical flavors.

1st  - 2nd Flush

ORIGIN:

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

HARVEST:
INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING 
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

WHITE AMBROSIA 
~ white tea ~



TEA TYPE: White tea, herbal blend

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Near boiling water

3-5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 2 tsp loose tea

Ginger adds a spicy note and smooth finish. Ginger has been used  
for centuries to provide focus, a sense of warmt, well-being and to aid in digestion.

White tea from the most famous tea region of China. This tea originates from the Da Bai (Great 
White) tea bush which is harvested in the spring during a very short time period. It is also known  
as “White Peony”, because of the similarity of its appearance to the petals of the peony. 

Lemon balm is an herb that is a member of the mint family. It contributes a clean, fresh  
citrus dimension. It is believed to have strong soothing e�ects and to encourage relaxation.

Blackberry leaves, mallow flowers and flavoring add a fruity dimension.

. Flavor: fruity balanced with tangy citrus and a spicy ginger finish

. Aroma: fruity with a pungent ginger note

. Color: straw

. Strength: medium bodied

Contains very little ca�eine

Sugar / honey

            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

INGREDIENTS:

            TASTING
NOTES:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

WHITE GINGER PEAR 
~ white tea ~



TEA TYPE: Fair Trade Certified™ organic herbal tea

INGREDIENTS

STEEP TIME:

            WATER:
SERVING SIZE:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS: Sugar / honey

Naturally ca�eine free

5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling

. Flavor: tart with sweetness of fresh berries and spicy undertone

. Aroma: fruity, with a wisp of sage 

. Color: ruby red

. Strength:  full bodied

            TASTING 
NOTES:

Organic rosehips are rich in immune-supporting vitamin C.  This ruby-red fruit adds an enticing balance  
of tart and sweet.
 
Fair Trade Certified™ organic hibiscus  is a very healthy herb, high in antioxidants and vitamins,  
particularly vitamin C. The level of antioxidants found in hibiscus is comparable to that found in red wine, 
which is increasingly recognized for it’s cardioprotective benefits. Hibiscus may also reduce cholesterol levels 
and reduce the risk of heart disease and lower blood pressure.
 
Organic blueberries rank the highest of any fruit for antioxidants and are rich vitamin C. Native Americans 
used blueberries to treat coughs. They owe their distinct hue to their high anthocyanin content. 
 
Organic sage is a member of the mint family and contains a variety of antioxidants in the form of volatile 
oils, flavonoids and phenolic acids. Sage also contains antioxidant enzymes which when gives sage a unique 
capacity for providing benefits associated with the top antioxidant foods.

Natural blueberry flavor and organic cornflower petals.

Blueberry Merlot
~ organic herbal tea ~

Fair Trade Certified:  By choosing a Fair Trade Certified product, you are directly supporting a better life for 
farming families through fair prices, direct trade, community development, and environmental stewardship. 



TEA TYPE: Fair Trade Certified™ organic herbal tea

INGREDIENTS

STEEP TIME:

            WATER:
SERVING SIZE:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS: Sugar / honey

Naturally ca�eine free

5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling

. Flavor: fruity and nutty, slightly sweet (honey-like)

. Aroma: fresh, peach-apricot with almond notes

. Color:  golden orange with green hue

. Strength: medium bodied

            TASTING 
NOTES:

Organic green honeybush is a naturally sweet herb that grows wild in South Africa. It is rich in healthy 
antioxidants and is known for its calming e�ect.
 
Fair Trade CertifiedTM Organic rooibos: Rooibos is Afrikaans for “red bush”. It grows only in the  
Cedarberg area of the Western Cape province of South Africa. The plant produces yellow flowers  
and green needle-shaped leaves that are harvested in summer and processed similar to tea leaves.  
Antioxidant rich. Rooibus is free from ca�eine and tannins that can cause bitterness.
 
Natural apricot flavor, organic marigold flowers and natural almond flavoring  
 

Apricot Amaretto
~ organic herbal tea ~

Fair Trade Certified:  By choosing a Fair Trade Certified product, you are directly supporting a better life for 
farming families through fair prices, direct trade, community development, and environmental stewardship. 



TEA TYPE: Fair Trade CertifiedTM organic herbal tea

INGREDIENTS

STEEP TIME:

            WATER:
SERVING SIZE:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS: Sugar / honey

Naturally ca�eine free

5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling

. Flavor: sweet cherries, cherry-herbal tart and moderately acidic character

. Aroma: well balaned

. Color: ruby red

. Strength: full bodied

            TASTING 
NOTES:

Organic Rosehip are rich in immune-supporting vitamin C. This ruby-red fruit adds an enticing balance  
of tart and sweet.
 
Fair Trade CertifiedTM organic hibiscus is known to be a very healthy herb, high in antioxidants and  
vitamins, particularly Vitamin C. In fact, the level of antioxidants in hibiscus is comparable to that found  
in red wine which is increasingly recognized for its cardio-protective benefits. Hibiscus may also reduce 
cholesterol levels, reducing the risk of heart disease and lowering blood pressure.
 
Organic apple pieces and organic raspberries impart a fruity character and natural sweetness  
to the infusion.
 

Cherry Cosmo
~ organic herbal tea ~

Fair Trade Certified:  By choosing a Fair Trade Certified product, you are directly supporting a better life for 
farming families through fair prices, direct trade, community development, and environmental stewardship. 



TEA TYPE: Fair Trade CertifiedTM organic herbal tea

INGREDIENTS

STEEP TIME:

            WATER:
SERVING SIZE:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS: Sugar / honey

Naturally ca�eine free

5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling

. Flavor: crisp and dry with lime finish

. Aroma: fruity citrus

. Color: golden

. Strength: light bodied

            TASTING 
NOTES:

Organic green honeybush is a naturally sweet herb that grows wild in South Africa. It is rich in healthy 
antioxidants and is known for its calming e�ect.
 
Organic ginger root adds a spicy note and smooth finish to the blend. Ginger has been used for centuries 
to provide focus, a sense of warmth and well-being and to aid in digestion.

Organic rooibos. Rooibos is Afrikaans for “red bush”. It grows only in the Cedarberg area of the Western 
Cape province of South Africa. The plant produces yellow flowers and green needle-shaped leaves that are 
harvested in summer and processed similar to tea leaves. Antioxidant rich. Rooibus is free frin ca�eine and 
tannins that can cause bitterness.
 
Organic lemon peels, natural kiwi flavor and natural lime flavor impart a sunny, citrusy flavor.

Kiwi Lime Ginger
~ organic herbal tea ~

Fair Trade Certified:  By choosing a Fair Trade Certified product, you are directly supporting a better life for 
farming families through fair prices, direct trade, community development, and environmental stewardship. 



TEA TYPE: Fair Trade CertifiedTM organic herbal tea

INGREDIENTS

STEEP TIME:

            WATER:
SERVING SIZE:

CAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS: Sugar / honey

Naturally ca�eine free

5 minutes

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling

. Flavor: sweet distinct orange, dessert-like profile smooth finish

. Aroma: honey-orange character

. Color: golden orange with green hue

. Strength: full bodied

            TASTING 
NOTES:

Organic honeybush is a naturally sweet herb that grows wild in South Africa.  It is rich in healthy antioxi-
dants and is known for its calming e�ect.
 
Fair Trade Certified organic Rooibos: Rooibos is Afrikaans for “red bush”.  It grows only in the Cedarberg 
area of the Western Cape province of South Africa. The plant produces yellow flowers and green needle-
shaped leaves that are harvested in summer and processed similar to tea leaves. Antioxidant rich. Rooibus is 
free from ca�eine and tannins that can cause bitterness.

Organic spearmint contributes a refreshing finish.
 
Organic orange peel and natural orange flavor provides a sparkle of citrus.

Mojito Marmalade
~ organic herbal tea ~

Fair Trade Certified:  By choosing a Fair Trade Certified product, you are directly supporting a better life for 
farming families through fair prices, direct trade, community development, and environmental stewardship. 



STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling water

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

3–5 minutes

Contains ca�eine

Milk and sugar/honey

STEEP TIME:

ACCOMPANIMENTS:
CAFFEINE:

            WATER:
SERVING SIZE:

            TASTING 
NOTES:

. Flavor:   distinct chocolate and roasted coconut married with fresh roasted hazelnuts;  
smooth, silky, creamy

. Aroma:  rich chocolate – roasted coconut and hazelnuts, slightly sweet

. Color:  dark amber

. Strength:  medium bodied

Organic Cacao nibs  provide the blend’s unique, rich, all natural chocolate flavor.  
Cacao nibs are broken up pieces of cocoa beans, the ingredient used to make chocolate bars.
 
Organic Carob is a pod that has a taste very similar to chocolate, but has fewer calories, is virtually fat-free  
(chocolate is half fat), is rich in pectin, is nonallergenic, has abundant protein, and has no oxalic acid,  
which interferes with absorption of calcium.
 
Organic black tea from

Organic coconut pieces are fragrant, with a sweet, tropical flavor. 
 
Organic chicory root is an herb that is often used as a co�ee substitute given its robust,  
somewhat bitter taste

INGREDIENTS

TEA TYPE: Black tea

COCONUT  
CHOCOLATE TRUFFLE 

~ black tea ~



STEEP TIME:

Boiling water            WATER:
8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

3–5 minutes

SERVING SIZE:

Contains ca�eineCAFFEINE:
Milk and sugar / honeyACCOMPANIMENTS:

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

. Flavor:  livel,y spicy with lingering coconut 

. Aroma:  roasted cardamom, coconut and sweet cinnamon

. Color:  dark amber

. Strength:  medium bodied 

            TASTING 
NOTES:

Organic ginger root adds a spicy note and smooth finish. Ginger has been used for centuries  
to provide focus, a sense of warmth and well-being, and to aid in digestion.  

Organic cinnamon comes from the bark of the cinnamon trees.  In traditional Chinese medicine,  
cinnamon is used for colds, to aid digestion, and lower cholesterol.  It is also believed to improve energy,  
vitality and circulation. Cinnamon has extremely high antioxidant activity and the oil of cinnamon  
has strong anti-bacterial and anti-fungal properties. 
 
Organic coconut pieces are fragrant with a sweet, tropical flavor.

Organic licorice root is an all natural sweetener that contributes the smooth mouth feel to this infusion  
and the natural sweetness.  Respected as an herbal remedy for its healing and soothing properties
 
Organic cardamom seeds, organic black pepper, organic clove buds and other natural flavors  
deliver this blends spice appeal.

INGREDIENTS

Black teaTEA TYPE: 

COCONUT CHAI LATTE 
~ black tea ~



STEEP TIME:

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

            WATER: Near boiling water

8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

3–5 minutes

SERVING SIZE:

Contains ca�eineCAFFEINE:
ACCOMPANIMENTS: Milk and sugar / honey

. Flavor:  fresh sun-ripe mango-pineapple with lingering coconut and wisp of fine green tea

. Aroma:  tropical fresh mango-pineapple and coconut. Natural sweetness.

. Color:  light golden yellow

. Strength:  light bodied 

            TASTING 
NOTES:

Organic green tea from the Fujian province in China. The health benefits of drinking tea, particularly green 
tea, are being scientifically documented. They include: burning calories, promoting digestion, neutralizing 
cancer-causing free radicals, rich in the catechin ECGC — nature’s most powerful antioxidant, slowing  
neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimers and Parkinsons, preveinting fatigue, promoting cardiovascular 
health, and oral health.
.
Organic coconut pieces are fragrant, with a sweet, tropical flavor.
 
Rosehips are rich in immune-supporting vitamin C. This ruby-red fruit adds  
an enticing balance of tart and sweet.
 
Organic orange peels, mango pieces, lime pieces and natural fruit flavors give this blend a fruity, 
refreshing flavor.

INGREDIENTS

Green teaTEA TYPE: 

COCONUT  
MANGO COLADA 

~ green tea ~



8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling water            WATER:

STEEP TIME:
SERVING SIZE:

3–5 minutes

Naturally ca�eine freeCAFFEINE:
Sugar / honeyACCOMPANIMENTS:

. Flavor:  intense plum and cinnamon, very sweet and tart with a festive character.

. Aroma:  burst fruity and festive aromas. Sweet, ripe, tart aroma of plums and cinnamon.

. Color:  ruby red

. Strength:  intense, full-bodied

            TASTING 
NOTES:

Hibiscus contributes and enticing balance of tart and sweet, and a dramatic ruby red color.  
Known to be a very healthy herb, high in antioxidants and vitamins, particularly Vitamin C.  
In fact, the level of antioxidants in hibiscus is comparable to that found in red wine, which  
is increasingly recognized for its cardioprotective benefits. Hibiscus may also reduce  
cholesterol level, lower blood pressure and reduce the risk of heart disease.
 
Rose hips are rich in immune-suuporting vitamin C. This ruby-red fruit adds an enticing  
balance of tart and sweet.
  
Orange peels, sweet blackberry leaves, coconut pieces, cranberries, ginger, figs  
and natural plum flavor impart a fruity character.

Cinnamon, organic cardamom seeds, organic black pepper, organic clove buds deliver this  
blends spice appeal.

INGREDIENTS

Herbal teaTEA TYPE: 

SWEET GINGER PLUM 
~ herbal tea ~



TEA TYPE: Herbal tea

STEEP TIME:

STEEPING INSTRUCTIONS

Boiling water            WATER:
8 oz / infuser or 1 tsp loose tea

5 minutes

SERVING SIZE:

Naturally ca�eine freeCAFFEINE:
Sugar / honeyACCOMPANIMENTS:

. Flavor:  sweet, juicy apples infused with intense cinnamon and cloves

. Aroma:  intense apple, sweet cinnamon and cloves.

. Color:  golden amber red

. Strength:  full-bodied

            TASTING 
NOTES:

Rooibos is Afrikaans for “red bush.” It grows only in the Cedarberg area of the  
Western Cape province of South Africa. The plant produces yellow flowers  
and green needle-shaped leaves that are harvested in summer and processed  
similar to tea leaves. Antioxidant rich rooibus is free from ca�eine and tannins  
that can cause bitterness.
 
Organic cinnamon comes from the bark of the cinnamon trees. In traditional  
Chinese medicine, cinnamon is used for colds, to aid digestion, and lower cholesterol.  
It is also believed to iprove energy, vitality and circulation. Cinnamon has extremely  
high antioxidant activity and the oil of cinnamon has strong anti-bacterial and  
anti-fungal properties.
 
Apple chunks, strawberries and raspberries lend a fruity flavor.
 
Hibiscus contributes an enticing balance of tart and sweet, and a dramatic ruby red color.  
Known to be very healthy, high in antioxidants and vitamins, particularly Vitamin C.  
In fact, the level of antioxidants in hibiscus is comparable to that found in red wine, which  
is increasingly recognized for its cardioprotective benefits. Hibiscus may also reduce cholesterol  
level, lower blood pressure and reduce the risk of heart disease.

Clove buds and natural flavor o�er this blends spice appeal.

INGREDIENTS

HARVEST APPLE SPICE 
~ herbal tea ~




